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Sources: https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/bitstream/11366/1115/1/An%20up-to-date%20state%20of%20CRISs%20in%20Spanish%20universities.pdf
Practices and paterns in research information management: findings from a global survey. OCLC/euroCRIS. 2018 

Open-access repositories that are managed by universities and other research institutions —i.e. institutional repositories (IR)— have

become outstanding pieces in the national and international research ecosystem. Being one of the most relevant institutional systems

interacting with CRIS, the IR ranks third behind the HR and institutional authentication systems.
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Source: https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/bitstream/11366/1115/1/An%20up-to-date%20state%20of%20CRISs%20in%20Spanish%20universities.pdf

The institutional library also plays a

relevant role.
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Source: https://dspacecris.eurocris.org/bitstream/11366/1115/1/An%20up-to-date%20state%20of%20CRISs%20in%20Spanish%20universities.pdf

We can conclude that, even though in the vast majority of Spanish institutions’ CRIS and IR aren’t integrated, their

interoperability is considered to be one of the top priorities.
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Even more so, we have policies and recommendations describing how and when we can upload information into the

institutional repository

Fuente Rebiun: https://web.unican.es/buc/Documents/Formacion/acceso_abierto_rebiun.pdf
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The project conception UPF’s current scientific output ecosystem

Works with in-house development to collect data to simplify upload to the IR.

But not integrated in the CRIS

Repository management application
(in-house development):

• Manage publisher copyright 
policies

• Assign metadata
• Upload records into the IR
• Track processes and communications 

related to:
• Files 
• Embargos
• Funding
• …

e-Repositori : UPF Digital repository
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UPF’s Scientific Output Portal (PPC-CRIS):

- Serve as researchers’ main source of

scientific output data.

- Build and manage researchers’ CVs.

- Feed institutional webpages (department

and group sites) and personal sites with

scientific output data.

- Offer the latest university’s research

activities.

- Provides an Experts directory.

10Enter onve,Yes! Enter data once, reuse it many times!!!!
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The project definition

The project defines the integration of the SIGMA’s
scientific output management tool (the CRIS) with the
institutional repository (generally Dspace), to provide
its users the uploading process of research items to
the repository.
The resulting system automates and unifies the
uploading process of the digital documentation with the
introduction of the item metadata.

Applied to: Journal articles, books, book chapters and
congress participations.
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The project goals 

Goal #1:
- Expand CRIS’ functionalities, covering the whole scientific output

cycle by connecting CRIS and repository.

- Reduce the time between a publication’s submission to the CRIS

and its input into the IR as an open access item.

- Eliminate the in-house-development REC (Repository

management application)

Goal #2:
- Develop the project in collaboration with a group of SIGMA’s

univeristies, sharing experiences and knowledge.
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The project process

New functionalities developed for the CRIS/IR interoperability 
project:

- Review publishers’ policies regarding open-access repository
deposit to know the version that can be deposited in the
repository (draft, preprint version, accepted version or published
version), if there is an embargo period and its duration and what
mention of copyrights should be considered.

- Transform CRIS’ registry data into the Dublin Core metadata 
schema (XML).

- Load metadata and files into the institutional repository using the 
SWORD API protocol.

- Automatically register the IR’s permanent URLs (handles) into 
the corresponding CRIS records.
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Process flow:

Bibliographic data 
review and 
extension

Starting point

Data entry into 
the CRIS

Repository 
validation

Publisher 
deposit policy 

and 
embargoes

CRIS data
validation 

Upload 
preparation

Dublin Core 
mapping

Xml 
generation

Upload via 
SWORD

Metadata and 
file packaging

URL (Handles) 

Existing functionality

New functionality
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The process
Step 1. Define general data
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First we must define:

 Policies

 Type of items allowed to deposit

 Repository collections

 Allowed article versions for deposit

 Draft, preprint, postprint, published

version

 Publisher policies
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Step 1. Define general data. 
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SHERPA/RoMEO link

Example of publishers’ policies definition
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Step 2. Manage items and file status
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Once the common data has been defined, we proceed to

review the items’ data before uploading it to the IR by

accessing to these menu options:

 Review data prior to item upload into the repository

 Load files into the repository

 Update repository handle



The process
Step 2. Manage items and file status
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Example of Item metadata and data validation process prior to uploading the file into the repository.



Reject

The process
Step 2. Item management and states
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The states of the items are:

Validated Ready to sendAwaiting for File 

Awaiting for Validation

Awaiting for review

Exported to
Dublin Core

Awaiting for link

Upload to IR

The only items that are eligible to follow the review-and-deposit workflow are those that have been pre-validated by

library staff (manual validation) or that have been recorded into the CRIS through and external upload process

(automatic validation).



The process
Step 3. Automatic upload
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Example of the items to be uploaded into the repository selection:
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Improved 
processes 

High automatization of 
data management Time reduction between a 

publication’s submission in 
the CRIS and its input into 
the IR as an OA item. 

1
2

3
4

Benefits
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Single workflow

Single data-entry point5
6Not implies more 

work for  researchers 

7 Reduced software 
maintenance costs



Benefits
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Joint project of the
SIGMA Research

universities

Sum of sinergies

9
10

More eficiency!

Improved internal 
organization

8Reducing of training costs



… and finally both the CRIS and the Repository were happily ever after!
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